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Pro MMA fighter Richey ‘Souza’ Gorey, left, fighting out of the Pedro Bessa BJJCork gym, won his fight in Dublin at the Cage Contender X international
show, which was televised on Setanta Sports last weekend. Gorey won via a KO in 19 seconds of the first round.

MMA
By BEN VICKERS

THE LONGSHOT

Robert
O’Shea

Spain’s odds won’t get any longer before 2014 World Cup
THE might of Germany stands
between us and automatic
qualification for the World Cup.
And Austria, Sweden, Brian Kerr’s
Faroe Islanders and Kazakhstan of
course too, but realistically we will
have to take points off the Teutonic
superpower to get a ticket to Rio
without negotiating the pitfalls of
the playoffs and possible Thierry
Henry handball-like moment.
SportingOdds are top price at 10/1
that the Republic win the group
while Germany are the favourites.
They are 3/10 with Coral, and 11
times qualifiers Sweden are 10-1 to
come out on top.
Ireland are 7-2 with Skybet to
qualify.
Spain are still 7-1 third favourites

with Unibet to win it outright.
Their U19 squad would probably put
it up to our senior team and when
you consider they won last year’s
edition playing poorly they
represent excellent value.
Our probable group winners
Germany are 11-1 with Stan James
and as they were the best young
team in South Africa they offer
much better bang for your buck
than Brazil and Argentina (3-1 and
11-2), despite there never having
been a European winner in Latin
America.
● The Echo sports desk on a
normal morning is chorus of
inflated opinions, ridicule and
breezy banter, with barbs flying
across the desk and batted back

with brisk wit.
Targets were never hit with more
accuracy than by our racing
correspondent Dave Cronin, and it
is no exaggeration to say that a
symphony of good-natured banter
could be tuned into in his corner of
the desk at all hours of the day.
The sports desk has never been
quieter than it was on Monday
morning.

Dave hadn’t locked his bike in the
car park, hadn’t untucked the legs
of his pants from his socks after his
cycle to work and he hadn’t taken
the lift to the fifth floor.
News filtered through at around
9am that Dave would not be
returning to his seat.
There was a heavy silence; one that
we all realised would normally be
filled by Dave’s levity, or at the very
least, him banging his mouse on the
table when his computer froze.
Dave was quick with criticism, but
quicker again with praise, but what
those on the receiving end of either
cherished was the way he put it.
Dave was simply the funniest
person in our building.
He spent more time at his desk than

anyone else in the newspaper, and
was ultra conscientious about the
quality of his work.
He is, in a word, irreplaceable.
To his wife Caroline and his
children Alison and Paul, I would
like to offer my deepest
condolences.
He was extremely proud whenever
he spoke of you, and I hope you will
find some solace in the next few
weeks when you remember what a
true gentleman your husband and
father was.
It was a privilege to sit next to him
for eight years and he made us
laugh out loud every day.
Rest In Peace Dave.
This place won’t be the same
without you.

Heavyweight future is not
bright for Emelianenko

BY MY reckoning the Last
Emperor actually died at the
weekend.

Fedor Emelianenko, otherwise
known as ‘The Last Emperor’,
dropped his third straight stoppage
loss and has seemingly nowhere to
go in the MMA heavyweight elite.
After a run of 28 fights without

suffering a loss to lose three-in-a-row
must be devastating and definitely
causes ones stock to plummet.
The fight against Henderson on

Strikeforce this weekend was an ex-
citing affair, whilst it lasted.
Both guys came out hunting a

knockout and some heavy blows
where landed on both sides seeing
the two fighters heavily marked up
around the eyes early. It was Emeli-
anenko who landed the first big shot
dropping Henderson.
The big Russian pounced but

Henderson was wise and grabbed a
leg and shot out the back door, once
he was out he popped a big uppercut
underneath the body of Emelianen-
ko.
The shot stiffened the legs of

Emelianenko and he looked out for a
second, Henderson was about to
pour on the ground and pound but
referee Herb Dean called a stop to
the action saving the Russian from
further punishment.
It looked a little premature of the

referee in real time but on the slow
motion replays Emelianenko defin-
itely lost consciousness, if only for a
split second, justifying Herb Deans
stoppage.
Henderson was ecstatic but it was

despair for his opponent.
There is no real fight for him now

at the top level, none of the top guys
need to fight him now he’s coming
off three losses and he presents a po-
tential banana skin as he is always
dangerous. Why would the top con-
tenders take the risk?
The name Fedor Emelianenko

used to carry a lot of weight and he
had an aura about him that people
feared.
That is gone now and with it some

of the respect he used to be given by
virtue of who he was. Now guys are
coming out looking to take his head
off whereas before they may have
been a little cagier. The remaining
question is, was Fedor Emelianenko
the best ever mixed martial artist?
Anderson Silva is widely

renowned as the greatest fighter to
have walked the face of the earth
and he has half the run of victories
that Emelianenko has.
However, when we look at who he

has beaten and the stage he has done
it on then there can be no question,
in my eyes, as to who is the more
worthy holder of the best ever title.
Silva has defended his UFC middle-
weight strap eight times and gone
13-0 in the UFC, without doubt the
promotion with the best fighters in
the business. Emelianenko on the
other hand has flitted from promo-
tion to promotion fighting predomin-
antly B level guys.
Yes he was PRIDE Fighting Cham-

pionships heavyweight champion
but the game has evolved and it
seems he hasn’t. I am not trying to
belittle the achievements of this

truly great fighter whose name will
always be synonymous to MMA but
there isn’t a lot left for him to do in
the sport now. I would like to see
him fight Randy Couture, a bout
many wanted to see years ago when
both men were in their prime but
due to promotional politics never
happened.
It is the right time for this fight to

happen, it would generate massive
interest and pay per view buys
would be through the roof.
Couture retired after his loss to

Lyoto Machida but he has un-retired
before! I think it is a fight the fans
want to see and both men could bow

out on one last hoorah. Hopefully
Dana White reads my column and
will make this happen.
Also on this weekend’s Strikeforce

card top UK fighter Paul Daley was
looking to bounce back form his
barnstorming loss to Nick Diaz. He
faced young American prospect Tyr-
on Woodley. Woodley is a strong
wrestler which was always going to
be a thorn in Daley’s side.
The powerful British striker has

struggled with wrestlers in the past.
As ever Daley came looking for

the knockout but Woodley was able
to eventually take him down in each
round and grind out a unanimous

decision victory.
Daley’s takedown defence looked

much improved and he was always
dangerous whilst the fight was stood
up. Woodley stuck to his game plan
and did what he had to do to remain
undefeated.
This weekend sees the rematch

between Rashad Evans and Tito Ort-
iz, the last match was drawn but
much has happened since then and
Ortiz is coming off a great submis-
sion win over Ryan Bader whilst
Evans has been in active for a while
with injuries.
I would be very surprised if this

fight ended in a tie.


